Comparative surface energetic study of Matrigel® and collagen I interactions with endothelial cells.
Understanding of the surface energetic aspects of the spontaneously deposited proteins on biomaterial surfaces and how this influences cell adhesion and differentiation is an area of regenerative medicine that has not received adequate attention. Current controversies surround the role of the biomaterial substratum surface chemistry, the range of influence of said substratum, and the effects of different surface energy components of the protein interface. Endothelial cells (ECs) are a highly important cell type for regenerative medicine applications, such as tissue engineering, and In-vivo they interact with collagen I based stromal tissue and basement membranes producing different behavioral outcomes. The surface energetic properties of these tissue types and how they control EC behavior is not well known. In this work we studied the surface energetic properties of collagen I and Matrigel® on various previously characterized substratum polyurethanes (PU) via contact angle analysis and examined the subsequent EC network forming characteristics. A combinatorial surface energy approach was utilized that compared Zisman's critical surface tension, Kaelble's numerical method, and van Oss-Good-Chaudhury theory (vOGCT). We found that the unique, rapid network forming characteristics of ECs on Matrigel® could be attributed to the apolar or monopolar basic interfacial characteristics according to Zisman/Kaelble or vOGCT, respectively. We also found a lack of significant substratum influence on EC network forming characteristics for Matrigel® but collagen I showed a distinct influence where more apolar PU substrata tended to produce higher Lewis acid character collagen I interfaces which led to a greater interaction with ECs. Collagen I interfaces on more polar PU substrata lacked Lewis acid character and led to similar EC network characteristics as Matrigel®. We hypothesized that bipolar character of the protein film favored cell-substratum over cell-cell adhesive interactions which resulted in less rapidly forming but more stable networks.